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Abstract
We determine explicit conditions on a category P which are equivalent to the request that its
exact completion Pex be locally cartesian closed, or simply cartesian closed. In line with the idea
that weak limits in P give rise to actual limits in the exact completion, the condition requires the
existence of weak evaluation maps. We apply the characterization to the case of the category of
topological spaces and to a related category proposed by Dana Scott. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18B99; 18A35; 18B30; 03B40; 03B15
1. Weak conditions of closure
When presenting the eective topos as an exact completion (see [1,4,10]), it is
certainly a surprise to see that the free exact category obtained in the process turns out
to have a subobject classier. It is less of a surprise to recognize it has exponentials.
In the present work we investigate general conditions to explain why this happens.
It is a never ending rigmarole that the notion of cartesian closure requires only
nite products, while the notion of exact category requires only pullbacks. So the rst
approximation to the reasonable context in which to study closure in an exact category
is that of a category with nite limits and closed. Note that, in case a category C has
nite limits and is closed, then
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1. for A; I in C, the functor { A : C=I ! C=IA is left adjoint. Indeed, its adjoint is
dened as the pullback
P −−−−−! BA
Ab
?????y
?????y
bA
I
h−−−−−! (I  A)A
when b :B −! I  A is an object over I  A, and h is the unit of the adjunction
{ A a (−)A.
2. The functor above restricts to subobjects: { A a 8A, as a right adjoint.
In order to discuss weakenings of cartesian closure, we start by presenting some ex-
amples drawn from [3], and use a particular instance of the actual notion which we
shall x only in Denition 2.1. For the sake of the initial discussion, suppose C is a
cartesian category. Let A and B be objects in C: we say that a map e:W  A! B is
a weak exponential of A and B if it is weakly universal among arrows X  A ! B:
for every map f:X A! B there is a (not necessarily unique) map f0:X ! W such
that
commutes. Restating the condition in terms of hom-sets, it requires a natural sur-
jection
C(−; W ) −! C(− A; B):
We say that C has weak exponentials if every pair of objects A; B has a weak expo-
nential.
Given objects A and I and a map b:B ! I  A, a weak simple product of b over
A consists of an object w over I and a map  such that
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commutes. Moreover, the pair w,  is weakly universal with this property: in any
situation
there is a (not necessarily unique) map f0:X !uAb over I such that f=  (f0A).
In this case, rephrasing the denition in terms of hom-sets, it is a natural surjection
C=I(−; w) −! C=I  A(− A; b):
Clearly, a weak exponential of a and b can be derived from a weak simple product of
the second projection BA proj−!A, seen as an object over 1A, with weak evaluation
given by the composite
uA(B A proj−!A) A −!B A proj−!B:
The paper was initially conceived trying to understand general reasons why the category
EQU, introduced by Dana Scott in [13], turns out to be cartesian closed. That there had
to be a general explanation was already suggested in [12] where, after Theorem 7:1,
he remarks that \the restricted equivalence relations [on P!] form a cartesian closed
category: : : This result is probably a special case of a more general theorem".
After that paper, categories of partial equivalence relations appeared often in seman-
tics of programming languages as they provide a very ecient tool to produce models
of functional languages, but their abstract properties have only recently been analysed
in [3], where it is shown that the peculiarity of the construction resides in the fact
that a category of pers is a reexive exponential ideal of an exact completion, and the
category of projectives of the latter has weak simple products.
All interesting cases have striking similarities which we now try to emphasize by
presenting them all as particular cases of a general construction. Let Pt1 be the category
of sets and partial functions. We shall need to refer to the monoidal structure of Pt1
given by the usual cartesian product of sets.
Suppose X is a category and U : X! Pt1 a functor. Let F(X; U ) be the category
whose objects are triples (X; S; : S ! U (X )), and a map f: (X; S; ) ! (X 0; S 0; 0) is
a function f: S ! S 0 such that there exists a map g:X ! X 0 in X and
S
f−−−−−! S 0

?????y
?????y
0
U (X )
U (g)−−−−−! U (X 0)
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commutes. Since we think of U as a forgetful functor (and it is so in all examples),
we shall write F(X) for the category just dened, leaving U understood.
There is a full functor Y : Xt !F(X) dened by
[X
f−!X 0] 7−! [(X;U (X ); id) U (f)−!(X 0; U (X 0); id)];
where Xt is the subcategory of X of those f such that U (f) is total. It provides an
extension of Xt when U is faithful.
The category Set can be fully embedded into F(X) if there is an object T in X
such that U (T ) is non-empty. The embedding is thus dened as
[S
f−! S 0] 7−! [(I; S; !) f−!(I; S 0; !)];
where ! denote some chosen, constant function toward U (T ).
Remark 1.1. Let U : X ! Pt1 be a functor and let J : Set ,! Pt1 denote the inclusion
of the category of sets and (total) function, and let J jU be the comma of the two
functors into Pt1. It is obvious that F(X) is a quotient of the full subcategory of J jU
whose objects are the total functions.
Also, if X 0 is the category obtained by splitting all idempotents of X which U maps
into Set, then F(X 0) is equivalent to F(X).
The two main examples are the category Top of topological spaces and continuous
functions, and the category PartAsm of partitioned assemblies of [5].
(i) Top =F(AlgLatt), where AlgLatt denotes the category of algebraic lattices and
Scott-continuous functions.
(ii) PartAsm =F(PR), where PR is the monoid of partial recursive functions.
Ad (i), take the functor U : AlgLatt ! Pt1 as the composite of the actual forgetful
functor into Set with the inclusion, and consider the functor D:F(AlgLatt) ! Top
mapping an object (A; S; : S ! A) (where we denote the underlying set of the lattice
with the same symbol) to the topological space on S with the coarsest topology mak-
ing  continuous into A topologized with the Scott-opens, i.e. upward-closed subsets
inaccessible by directed joins. The functor is clearly fully faithful. To see it is essen-
tially surjective on objects, consider the following remark: given a topological space S,
let rS : SS0 be its T0-reection where S0 is the quotient obtained by the equivalence
relation s1  s2 dened as
8V open S[s1 2 V $ s2 2 V ]:
By Scott’s embedding theorem, there is a subspace inclusion i: S0 ,! A into an algebraic
lattice endowed with the Scott topology. Then, in a commutative diagram of sets and
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functions
one has that the following are equivalent:
() f is continuous,
() f0 is continuous,
() g exists continuous,
because algebraic lattices are the injectives in Top0 with respect to subspace inclusions,
see [12].
Ad (ii), take U : PR ! Pt1 as the inclusion. The statement follows now directly
from the denition of PartAsm in [5].
The second example readily extends from Kleene applicative structure to a general
partial combinatory algebra A, see [3] for details.
The rst example suggests some elementary properties of the F construction, some
of which are listed in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.2. (i) If M is the class of those monos in F(X) such that
commutes; then (the closure under isomorphic copies of) M is part of a stable fac-
torization system whose other class consists of surjective functions. Moreover; if we
let M(S) be the poset of subobjects of S in F(X) determined by monomorphisms in
M; then every inverse image functor f−1 :M(S 0)!M(S) has a right adjoint.
(ii) If X is monoidal and U : X ! Pt1 is a strict monoidal functor; then there is
a monoidal structure on F(X) which, for U faithful, extends that on Xt .
(iii) If; moreover; the tensor product is a weak cartesian product; then F(X) has
(all) nite limits.
Proof. We only sketch the denition of the tensor for (ii): it is given \pointwise" as
the action of the bifunctor on objects is
(X ⊗ X 0; S  S 0; S  S 0 
0
−!U (X ) U (X 0) vX;X 0−!U (X ⊗ X 0));
where v is the comparison map for the monoidal functor U .
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Finally, if X is weakly cartesian closed, it is easy to see that also F(X) is weakly
cartesian closed: for objects (X; S; ) and (X 0; S 0; 0) take the weak exponential W of
X and X 0 in X, and form the pullback
P−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−!S 0S?????y
?????y
U (W ) −! ]U (X 0)U (X ) −! ]U (X 0)S :
In fact, it has weak simple products, as follows from the following general pro-
perty.
Proposition 1.3. Suppose C has nite limits and is weakly cartesian closed. Suppose;
moreover; (E;M) is a stable factorization system on C. If inverse images along
projections
− A :M(I) −!M(I  A)
are left adjoint; then C has all weak simple products.
Proof. Given x :X ! J  I in C, consider the weak exponential :Y  I ! X and the
equalizer
The weak simple product uI x is the composite W  I proj 8I (e)I Y  I −!X:
Note that the full subcategory I(X)F(X) determined by those objects with monic
 is reective and the reector preserves products. It is easy to see then that the
reector takes a weak exponential (or a weak simple product) to one in the subcate-
gory.
In the two examples, I(X) turns out to be the category of T0-spaces and the category
of recursive functions (between sets of numbers).
Since AlgLatt is cartesian closed, it follows that both the category of topological
spaces and of T0-spaces have weak simple products. The example also shows that,
in general, F(X) only inherits weak exponentials (or weak simple products, for that
matter) which need not upgrade to strong ones.
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It is easy to check that PR is weakly cartesian closed, as is for any compositional
monoid obtained from a partial applicative structure.
Bill Lawvere noted that there is also another intrinsic description of I(X) which, in
fact, produces it as a quotient of F(X): objects are thus triples (X; S;  : S ! U (X )),
and a map [f] : (X; S; )! (X 0; S 0; 0) is an equivalence class of functions f such that
there exists a map g in X producing a commutative diagram
S
f−−−−−! S 0

?????y
?????y
0
U (X )
U (g)−−−−−! U (X 0)
with the equivalence relation dened as f  f0 if 0f = 0f0.
2. Closure as a property of the projectives
Suppose A is an exact category, and let P be the full subcategory on the regular
projectives of A. From now on, we suppose that each object in A is covered by a
regular projective, i.e. for every A in A there is a regular epi P  A from a regular
projective. Hence A is the exact completion of P in the sense of [7]. In line with that
paper, we shall work in the general case when the subcategory of projectives need
not be closed under nite limits. So we require a redenition of weak simple products
which applies in the context of weak limits.
Denition 2.1. Given objects A and I and a pair I b1 −B b2−!A, a weak simple product
of (b1; b2) over A consists of an object w:W ! I over I and a map :V ! B from a
weak product W
p1 −V p2−!A of I and A such that
(i)  equalizes any pair of maps which p1 and p2 jointly equalize, i.e.
for every X
x−−!−−!
y
V; ifp1x = p2y; then x = y;
(ii) and the following diagram commute:
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Moreover, the pair w,  is weakly universal with these properties: in any situation with
a weak product X
p1 −U p2−!A and a commuting
such that f equalizes any pair of maps jointly equalized by q1 and q2, there are (not
necessarily unique) maps f0:X ! W and p0:U ! V , equalizing pairs jointly equalized
by q1 and q2, and making an obvious diagram commute.
Similarly, given objects A and B, a weak exponential of A and B consists of a
map e:V ! B from a weak product W p1 −V p2−!A which equalizes all pairs jointly
equalized by p1 and p2, weakly universal with these properties.
Remark 2.2. In case C has weak products, say T is a weak terminal object, a
weak exponential of A and B can be dened considering a weak product P of the
three objects T , A, and B, and taking a weak simple product of the projections
T  P ! A.
Remark 2.3. The order reection of a category with weak products and weak expo-
nentials is a Heyting algebra.
Condition (i) that  equalizes pairs of maps which p1 and p2 jointly equalize
expresses in terms of projectives the fact that  is in two separate variables. And it is
promptly veried in the category of projectives of a cartesian closed exact
completion.
Proposition 2.4. With the notation introduced at the beginning of the section; if A
is cartesian closed; then P has weak simple products.
Proof. It is just a matter of rephrasing in terms of covers the fact that, in a cartesian
closed category with pullbacks, the functors − A:A=I ! A=I  A are left adjoint.
We shall now concentrate on the converse to Proposition 2.4.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose the category P of regular projectives has weak simple prod-
ucts. Then A is cartesian closed.
We need an indexed version of Remark 2.3, as stated in the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.6. Suppose the category P of regular projectives of the exact completion
A has weak simple products. Then A has right adjoints to inverse images along
projections. They satisfy Beck{Chevalley condition since their left adjoints do.
Proof. Consider rst the case of projectives J and P. The poset of subobjects Sub(J )
is the order reection of the comma category P=J , see [4,10]. The poset Sub(J P) is
the order reection of the comma category =(J;P) where :P! PP is the diagonal
functor. The right adjoint is obtained from the very denition of weak simple products.
For the general case, apply a theorem on induced adjoints between tripleable categories
(e.g. [2, Theorem 1, p. 131]) to the diagram of
Sub(I)
−A−−−−−! Sub(I  A)?????y
a
?????y
?????y
a
?????y
Sub(J )
−P−−−−−!?−−−−−!8P
Sub(J  P)
when J  I and P  A are regular covers as the vertical adjoints are tripleable by
Proposition A.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. It is now basically straightforward { a reader with experience
with PERs will recognize each step. First, consider the construction of the exponential
for two regular projectives A and B: eventually, their exponential will be covered by
the weak exponential W of A and B in P. So the construction reduces to dening
a suitable equivalence relation on W . First of all, note that the equalizing condition
ensures that  induces a map from W  A into B: we shall use the same name for the
latter. Next, consider the kernel pair of :W  A ! B, say k:K  W  A W  A,
and pull it back as
Take ‘ = 8A(d−1(k)):L W W and denote by ‘i the ith component of ‘, i = 1; 2.
Note that the dening property of ‘ is that for any x1; x2:X ! W ,
hx1; x2i factors through ‘ if and only if
W  A −!B equalizes X  A x1A−−−−−!−−−−−!
x2A
W  A: (1)
Thus it is immediate to see ‘ is an equivalence relation: for instance, one checks
transitivity by chasing in the diagram
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Let W
q−!E denote the quotient of ‘ in A. Since the kernel of qA is h‘1A; ‘2Ai,
one has from (1) that h‘1  A; ‘2  Ai  k. So  factors as W  A qA−!E  A e−!B
for an appropriate e. To see that e is universal among maps f:X  A ! B in A,
for existence let R
r1−−!−−!
r2
P
x
X be a quotient from a projective onto X . Then there is
g:P ! W giving a commutative diagram
P  A g id−−−−−! W  A
x id
?????y
?????y

X  A −−−−−!
f
B:
Thus :W  A ! B equalizes R gr2 id−−−−−!−−−−−!
gr1 id
W  A, and (1) yields that qg:W ! E
equalizes r1 and r2, so that it factors as P
x−!X f^−!E for some f^, providing the
required factor for f. Uniqueness reduces to the case of maps f; g:P ! E, from a
projective P, such that e:E  A ! B equalizes P  A gid−−−−!−−−−!
fid
E  A. As q is regular
epic, there are maps f0; g0:P ! W which factor f and g through q:W  E, respec-
tively. By (1), the map hf0; g0i factors through ‘; the commutative diagram
yields the conclusion.
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For the general case, now let A1  A0 ! A and B1  B0 ! B be regular projective
covers of objects A and B in A. Compute their exponential as a logical relation, taking
the (wide) pullbacks
and let BA be the quotient of the equivalence relation v0; v1. It is straightforward to see
that this gives the desired universal property.
Theorem 2.5 gives as corollaries that the following categories are cartesian closed:
 the categories Topex and (Top0)ex { see [11], where the hypotheses of Top being
innitary lextensive (see [6]) plays a crucial role; hence that result cannot apply to
examples like the following one;
 the eective topos as the exact completion of PartAsm, see [4,10];
 by Theorem 3:8 in [3], the category Equ of equilogical spaces, see [13], as a
reective ideal of (Top0)ex;
 similarly, the category of equilogical spaces dened from general topological spaces;
 categories of partial equivalence relations on a partial applicative algebra as reective
ideals of suitable exact completions, again by Theorem 3:8 in [3].
3. Local closure
The characterization of local cartesian closure of an exact completion follows from
the remark that the role of display maps changes from that of the cartesian closed case:
there the display maps were the projections, here all maps are display, see [14].
Denition 3.1. A category C is weakly locally cartesian closed if it has weak limits
and every slice C=I has weak simple products.
Remark 3.2. In case C has (strong) nite limits, weakly locally cartesian closure can
be expressed in terms of weak representation: for maps p: I ! J and b:B ! I , there
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are a map up b:W ! J and a natural surjection
C=J (−;up b) C=I(p(−); b):
The crucial part to the characterization of the free exact completions which are
locally cartesian closed rests now on the remark that the regular projectives in a bre
A=A are the maps whose source is a regular projective in A.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose P is the category of regular projectives of A. Suppose more-
over every object in A is covered by a regular projective. Then P is weakly locally
cartesian closed if and only if A is locally cartesian closed.
Proof. Each bre A=P over a regular projective is cartesian closed since A=P is the
exact completion of P=P which has weak simple products. Cartesian closure for the
general bre A=I follows from descent: suppose P  I is a regular cover, x is an
object of A=I and b0  b is a regular cover of b with kernel pair b1  b0. Then, by
descent one has right adjoints and natural transformations (−)b0  (−)b1 . Taking their
equalizer gives the required right adjoint (−)b.
As a family of examples, note F(X) is weakly locally cartesian closed when X is
weakly cartesian closed. Indeed, consider a map a: (K; I; ) ! (D; A; ) and an object
b: (E; B; )! (K; I; ) over (K; I; ), say f:K ! D and g:E ! D are appropriate ll-ins
in X for a and b, respectively. Recalling that in Set
Y
a
b=
X
x2A
Y
a(i)=x
b−1fig ,! A ~BI ;
taking the weak exponential W of K and E in X, one can check that a choice for ua b
is given by the left vertical arrow in the pullback
with rst projections dening the object over (D; A; ) in F(X).
It is clear that if the object (E; B; ) is in I(X), then the object (D W;P; ) is in
I(X) as well. Hence also that category is weakly locally cartesian closed, when X is
weakly cartesian closed.
As a corollary, one obtains that Topex and (Top0)ex are locally cartesian closed, as
well as the eective topos.
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We would like to stress how the exact completion of the category of topological
spaces produces a locally cartesian closed extension of Top similar to that obtained
with quasitopological spaces. Clearly, our result characterizing the exact completions
which are locally cartesian closed should be compared with the work on quasitoposes,
cf. [8].
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Appendix A. A recap on descent
The following result about descent data in an exact category is at the basis of our
treatment. We need the notion of descent data relative to a map f:A! B which can
be found, e.g. in [9].
It can be given also as follows. In a category C with pullbacks, an equivalence
relation K
r1−−!−−!
r2
A determines a monad R on the comma category C=A: given any object
x:X ! A in the comma category, consider its pullback r1 (x):K A X ! K along r1,
then dene R(x) as the object r2  r1 (x):K A X ! A. Reexivity gives the unit for
the monad, transitivity gives multiplication. Joint monicity helps chasing the diagrams.
Given a map f:A ! B, suppose K r1−−!−−!
r2
A is its kernel pair. Descent data on x:
X!A with respect to the given equivalence relation is precisely an algebra :R(x)!x
for the monad R, and the category Des(f) is the Eilenberg{Moore category of R-algebras.
Recall that, if C is exact, the comma category C=B is equivalent to the category
Des(f) of descent data relative to f:A! B when this is regular epic.
One can also give an algebraic description of partial orders of subobjects in an exact
category, similar to that for comma categories. First of all, one induces a monad using
the reection dened by images
where R0(m) is just the image of R(m). Note that the reection preserves existing
products, but no non-trivial equalizer.
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It follows that the R0-algebras are precisely the R-algebras on monos: they form a
reective subcategory of Des(f) when the equivalence relation is the kernel pair of f.
Proposition A.1. With the notation above; given a regular epi f:A! B with kernel
pair K
x−−!−−!
y
A; the category of R0-algebras is equivalent to Sub(B).
Proof. Note that R0 acts on a poset as an inationary, idempotent operator. Hence, the
poset of algebras R0(m)  m for it is that of the xpoints of R0. On the other hand,
inverse image along f denes an adjunction
It is easy to see that the closure operator induced on Sub(A) coincides with R0.
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